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1. To promote the education and training of persons 
whether resident in the United Kingdom or          
elsewhere in all matters relating to diagnostic    
engineering and allied technologies.

2. To establish and maintain contacts with persons 
and/or organisation concerned with the employment
of diagnostic engineers and consultants.

3. To arrange consortia of specialist diagnostic       
engineers to perform specific advisory/consultancy 
projects as required.

4. To develop the science, practice and business of 
diagnostic engineering and allied technologies.

5. To encourage and improve the technical, financial, 
business, managerial and general knowledge of    
all persons engaged in the practice of fault and
failure diagnosis, condition monitoring, post-mortem
examination,accident investigation and allied      
activities.

6. To compile and classify information and particulars 
relating to the expert services rendered by       
members of the Institution.

7. To disseminate information and particulars relating 
to the expert services rendered by members of the 
Institution.

8. To stimulate efficiency in diagnosis and to elevate 
the position of those connected therewith in 
skilled practical employment.

9. To foster intelligent appreciation of the facilities 
existing for the provision of education and research.

10. To facilitate the exchange of information, ideas and 
practice by the publishing of such information as 
shall be of interest to diagnostic engineers.

11. To render advice and aid in the exploitation of   
inventions and to make known their nature and  
merits.

12. To assist in obtaining employment and to help 
engineers and others to find competent staff.

Definition

A ‘Diagnostic Engineer’ shall be any person capable
of contribution to the art or science of determining the
existence of a problem in a machine, plant,
system or structure and/or appraising the cause(s) of
a failure which may have taken place and/or assessing
the condition or vulnerability of such machine, plant,
system or structure either during use or while under
development.

Interpretation

It is accepted that through a diagnostic capability or
a special knowledge of a failure and deterioration
modes, reliabilities and hazards a person will be able
to contribute to a satisfactory assessment of the
causes of a defect and able to contribute to the
identification of remedial action to cure the defect
and prevent failure.

Motivation

Employers are invited to recognise that persons who
have joined have shown distinguished interest in
developing and extending their technical skill.

Rewards

Prizes up to £500 in value are offered annually for the
best brief accounts of interesting diagnostic cases.

Activities

The Institution shall arrange and subsidise:

� Regular Newsletters to members
� Regular notices of services available from members

will be (distributed free of charge to members) to 
interested parties. These notices will also be         
displayed at times on the Institution’s web page.

Certificate
A Membership Certificate is issued to all members.

The Objectives of the Institution 
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A coming together
of like minds

Between West London’s Kew Bridge
and the downstream railway bridge
that spans the River Thames lie the

luxury dwellings of Strand-on-the Green.
Properties 46 and 47 ‘The Malt Houses’
were originally built in the days of trad-
ing clippers. The river, at this time, was a
very busy place with movements of heav-
ily laden barges and numerous other river 
craft. Viewed from the water, two towers
nestle above the building; in front of
which are two masts. The taller upstream
mast carries the company insignia and
locator flags whilst the downstream mast
carries a weathercock that is mechanical-
ly linked by gearing and a shaft to an
indicator (in what is later to become
known as the company partner’s office).
This simplistic instrument along with
combined knowledge of weather and
tides allowed the arrival time of sailing
craft to the wooden piled jetty outside to
be estimated. An iron forged hand-crane 
stands atop this jetty, assisting hard-
pressed labourers in the task of heavy 
cargo lifting and stowage. This, then, was
a busy if altogether more simplistic era in
British history.

But at the turn of the century, between
1899-1906, another form of industry took
its place, as trading craft no longer sailed

upstream so far. To see what happened
between then and the later conversion to
”a luxury property with a riverside view”
we must go back in time just a little fur-
ther in order to tell the complete story...

We therefore start in the last quarter of
the 1800’s by first introducing the person
that both owned and ran the business for
the longest period of time and whose
family had a considerable amount of
influence in how it developed between
1904 and 1962.

Ellis Abraham Davidson Kisch was born
on 17th April 1879, youngest son of
Doctor Albert Kisch M.R.C.S. - a London
doctor of some excellent repute in aristo-
cratic circles. Ellis’s sister, Muriel, tragi-
cally died of cancer whilst still a young
woman, but brothers Stanley, Percy and
Harold went on to become successful
business men in socially acceptable pro-
fessions. Stanley created the A.M. Davis
Company, specialists in Christmas and
birthday cards and general publishing.
Percy created a commodity-trading
house, trading in spices and peppers,
whilst Harold followed his father into
surgery, developing new ear, nose and
throat (ENT) techniques at London’s St
Thomas’s Hospital. In fact in later life
Harold Kisch more or less ended up run-
ning the ENT hospital at Grays Inn Road
London (opposite Kings Cross Station).

After a sound education at University
College School, London, Ellis wanted to
become an engineer. This was not a
popular aspiration with his father as Dr
Albert equated this with “getting one’s

hands dirty” - ‘an employment of the
labourer’s class’. It was common practice
to send such young irritant abroad (often
to the Far East) in the hope that “they
would grow out of it.” Whilst abroad they
would be supported by regular payments
from the family at home and in some
countries became known as “remittance
men,” whose bills would be paid when
their money eventually arrived from
England. Ellis, though, was not packed off
to distant places in the Far East reached
a compromise with his father by settling
to learn business practice. First this was
at Sandeman in Portugal (wine dealers
where brother Percy had connections),
and then on to the Apollinaris natural
spring water plant located on the banks
of the river Rhine in Germany. Ellis had 
previously spent many happy holidays in
the German and Austrian foothills - a
holiday practice that is popular even
today - and became fluent in the German
language as a consequence.

Continued on page 7

The History:
Part One

The Strand-on-the Green waterfront circa 1900

Dr Albert Kisch was not at all keen on engineering
as a suitable occupation for his son Ellis.

Ailsa Craig History AW  16/6/08  10:01 am  Page 1
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In recognition of the special knowledge and skills needed for the diagnosis

of deterioration of plant and machinery and the development of faults, the 

INSTITUTION OF DIAGNOSTIC ENGINEERS 
was formed to promote the education and training of such persons.

We aim to be of direct immediate and positive assis-

tance to all who are concerned with the servicing and

maintenance of machines and structures, or who have

a concern for the well-being and whole-life effective-

ness of all industrial systems. 

We believe that the diagnosis of faults, the examina-

tion and interpretation of defects, the investigation of

malfunctions, the introduction and operation of condi-

tion monitoring -and the numerous related activities -

involves skills which are not appreciated to the extent

they deserve,

We believe that diagnostic skills require a knowledge

of many disciplines and an understanding of the oper-

ating principles of machines, instruments and controls,

of strengths and functional capabilities.  In particular,

skill is needed to compare behaviour of a machine

when ‘in health’ with what it does when in ’distress’. 

We believe we provide the inspiration to assist

members to develop and extend such skills to maturity,

We believe that the work and status of a diagnostic

engineer should be recognised as occupying a very

high place in industrial society and that they should be

appropriately rewarded and honoured,

We believe that the knowledge application of a

diagnostic engineer is similar to that of a physician/

medical practitioner who uses similar instruments and

diagnostic techniques as those used by a ‘trouble-

shooting’  engineer,

We believe that the level of experience needed by a

diagnostic engineer is of a post-experience / postgrad-

uate level and that persons who join the Institution dis-

play an interest and enthusiasm in developing their

abilities and skills to the benefit of their employers and

clients which should be adequately rewarded,

We believe that membership should not be solely

based on an artificial assessment through academic

achievement but should be wide-spread and offered to

those who have shown practical knowledge and

application.

You, your colleagues and associates are invited
to join and contribute to the knowledge of diagnostic

engineering.

Arthur Kennedy
Chairman

Simply complete the Membership Application form

in this issue and forward it, together with the appropriate

Application Fee and first Annual Subscription,

to the above address.

Institution of Diagnostic Engineers   •   www.diagnosticengineers.org
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It was while he was at Apollinaris that
the first completely automated bottling
plant was installed there. Fascinated by
the engineering in the project, he became
friendly with English speaking German
engineer Gottfried Ludwig Dörwald and
his fascination in engineering was 
again rekindled!

Gottfried Ludwig Dörwald: Little is
known about Gottfried Dörwald except
that he worked for Daimler for a period
of time and then later joined the German
Navy where he worked on prototype 
submarines, possibly the development of
the 1891 ‘Nordernfeld’. Later he is known
to have set up an engineering business
in London, England where he possibly
contracted both his labour and skills to
the Apollinaris bottling plant, where of
course he met Ellis Kisch for the first
time.

It was during 1902 that Ellis Kisch
returned to England and learnt 
of a Scottish engineer by the name of
Arthur Craig.

Alistair Edward Stuart Craig: Originally,
Alistair Craig (known as Arthur) had in
fact started business in a Glasgow work-
shop making bicycles. His registered
trademark at that time had been that of
a man standing atop the famous Ailsa
Craig Rock (a small rocky island located
off the West Coast of Scotland) holding a
Craig bicycle at arm’s length. His selling
slogan was “As strong as the rock of
Ailsa Craig’. It is likely that his bicycles
were generally not sold under the Craig
name but possibly supplied to a whole-
sale company who would re-brand
them with their own name.

He certainly seemed to have a good head
for worker motivational relations with his
workforce as, whilst at his Glasgow work-
shop, he reputedly gave some of his
company shares to his employees in order
to encourage harmonious working. This

was quite advanced business psychology
for its day and today would be classed as
profit sharing.
Arthur is thought to have followed his
father, a solicitor, to London, who left
Glasgow around 1890 to set up his own
business practice in the Kent borders of
the city.

It is thought Arthur himself first came to
London in 1891 where he set up the Ailsa
Craig Cycle Company at 18 Grand
Parade, Putney, London.

Whilst there, he teamed up with a fellow
engineer who owned the engineering
workshop next door at 17 Grand Parade*1.

He had an ambition, once in the Putney
workshop, thought to have been to build
motor engines in order to motorise his
bicycles (as motorcycles) in keeping with
his knowledge of building pedal cycles.
But that plan, over time, seemed to be
overtaken by a more ambitious yearning
to build the motor engines for larger four
wheeled motor vehicles; this may have
been a wise decision based on problems
encountered by other motorcycle
manufacturers of the day! In the 1880s
Gottlieb Daimler, for example,

experimented with the building of two-
wheeled vehicles but following an
accident involving his own son they too

abandoned such plans and instead went
on to build the now world renowned
Daimler motorcar!

He accomplished a respected skill in 
making quality tools whilst at the Putney
workshops, where manufacturing includ-
ed the then novel “Craig Duplex Motor
Car Jack“, which lifted both of the back
wheels, or both front wheels of a car, off
the ground at the same time. Also record-
ed are the Craig cylinder bore-gauge and
a Craig propeller pitchometer, examples
of which survived right up until the
Putney Motor Company, that later
became Ailsa Craig Ltd, was sold in
1962. These examples were beautifully
made and presented in highly polished,
crafted wooden cases but, it is under-
stood, they were scrapped along with all 
remaining parts, working drawings and so
on when the new company eventually
ceased trading in 1972.

Arthur’s neighbour and new business
partner was none other than Gottfried
Ludwig Dörwald, Ellis Kisch’s friend from
the Apollinaris bottling plant. Gottfried,
having heavy plant machinery engineer-
ing skills, it would seem sensible to bring
their combined knowledge together in
such a venture, but it is known that they
struggled to fund their ambitious projects
in those early days. Dörwald had of
course previously worked at Daimler,
maybe during the early 1880s, so it is
quite possible that he was there at the
same time as they experimented with the
construction of motorcycles. This no
doubt, if correct, would have initially
bonded Dörwald and Craig together in a
common purpose.

By 1895 they had joined forces and trad-
ed as The Ailsa Craig Machine Tool
Company. A year later 1896 saw the
introduction of The Locomotives on
Highways Act, also known as the
Emancipation Act, which greatly encour-
aged them to further experiment in the
motor vehicle business and by 1900 had
moved both companies into 17 Grand 
Parade*1. There they traded as the ‘Putney
Motor Company.’

(*1 This address later changed to 100
Upper Richmond Road, London (opposite
East Putney Underground railway station)
as the workshop extended back to include 

The Gottlieb Daimler riding car

Ailsa Craig History AW  13/6/08  2:12 pm  Page 3



The worst jokes in
the world?

.....probably! 
Served up by 

Bob Mummery MIDiagE
Australian Section

1. Phone answering machine message -
“...If you want to buy marijuana, press the
hash key...” 

2. A guy walks into the psychiatrist’s
office wearing only Clingfilm for shorts.
The shrink says, “Well, I can clearly see
you’re nuts.” 

3. I went to buy some camouflage
trousers the other day but I couldn’t find
any. 

4. I went to the butchers the other day
and I bet him 50 quid that he couldn’t
reach the meat off the top shelf. And he
said, “No, the steaks are too high.” 

5. My friend drowned in a bowl of mues-

li. A strong currant pulled him in. 

6. A man came round in hospital after a
serious accident. He shouted, “Doctor,
doctor, I can’t feel my legs!” The doctor 
replied, “I know you can’t, I’ve cut your
arms off”. 

7. I went to a seafood disco last
week...and pulled a muscle. 

8. Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were
chilly. They lit a fire in the craft, it sank,
proving once and for all that you can’t
have your kayak and heat it too. 

9. Our ice cream man was found lying
on the floor of his van covered with hun-
dreds and thousands. Police say that he
topped himself. 

10. A man goes to the doctor, with a
strawberry growing out of his head.
Doc says, “I’ll give you some cream to put
on it.” 

11. “Doc, I can’t stop singing The Green,
Green Grass of Home.” 
“That sounds like Tom Jones syndrome. “ 
“Is it common? “ “It’s not unusual.” 

12. A man takes his Rottweiler to the
vet. “My dog’s cross-eyed, is there any-

thing you can do for him? “ “Well,” says
the vet, “let’s have a look at him” So he
picks the dog up and examines his eyes, 
then checks his teeth. Finally, he says,

“I’m going to have to put him down.”
“What? Because he’s cross-eyed? “ “No,
because he’s really heavy” 

13. A guy goes into the doctor’s. “Doc,
I’ve got a cricket ball stuck up my back-
side “How’s that?” “Don’t you start.” 

14. Two elephants walk off a cliff...boom,
boom! 

15. What do you call a fish with no
eyes? A fsh. 

16. So I was getting into my car, and
this bloke says to me “Can you give me a
lift?” I said “Sure, you look great, the
world’s your oyster, go for it.’ 

17. Apparently, 1 in 5 people in the
world are Chinese. There are 5 people in
my family, so it must be one of them. It’s
either my mum or my dad. Or my older
brother Colin. Or my younger brother 
Ho-Cha-Chu. But I think it’s Colin. 

18. Two fat blokes in a pub, one says to
the other, “Your round. The other one
says, “So are you, you fat **!$!” 
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the shop and buildings that fronted onto
Upper Richmond Road (also see *5).

Ellis Kisch, having learnt of this partner-
ship and with his own desire to be
involved in some way in engineering, it
was natural that he had a passion to join
them in their venture; which he did in
1902. But it is very likely that he had
little involvement in the management of
the company in those early years, maybe
only gaining occasional hands-on experi-
ence! Eventually, a formal partnership
was established with them some two
years later in 1904, whilst also investing
much needed capital into the company.
The company then became known as the
Putney Motor Company Ltd, where
engines were primarily being designed
and built solely for their reliability.

The complete history of the Ailsa Craig
company which was founded by

the forefathers of Fellow Member
Dr Robert Kisch D.Sc(MechE) FIDiagE
is available online without charge at:

http:/en/wikipedia.org/wiki/ailsa_craig_enginesEntrance to the Grand Parade mews The workshops and garages in the mews behind
the businesses of Upper Richmond Road

Ailsa Craig History AW  16/6/08  10:03 am  Page 4



Mono NOV, Europe’s leading
designer and manufacturer of
pumps, parts, grinders, screens

and packaged systems, has teamed up
with Southlands High School in Chorley,
Lancashire, to bring running water to a
school in The Gambia                           

The project was developed by teachers
and pupils at Southlands High School,
who raised enough money to purchase
one of Mono’s innovative solar pumps,
which are designed to run in remote
locations, where electric and diesel
power is unavailable. Mono sent a team
out to The Gambia to install the pump,
accompanied by teachers and pupils from
the school.  

Within a week they were able to bring
running water to Bijilo Lower Basic
School to vastly improve sanitation in the
staff toilets and near the children’s
latrines, as well as water for its ‘kitchen
garden’.  Three standpipes were also
installed to provide water for the local
community.Previously, the grueling task
of pumping and transporting water to
the garden had been the responsibility of
the Gambian school children. 

Several times a day they were required to
walk to a pump to collect water and then
carry it back to the garden in a bucket.
Mark Viner, Mono’s Sales Manager for
the UK, was part of the Mono team that
went over to The Gambia to install the
‘Sun-Sub’ system, PC pump and control
panel. He commented: “Our solar pump
has been used in similar applications
across Africa, so we knew it was the per-
fect solution for the school and we were
happy to contribute to such a worthwhile
project in any way we could.“It was very
fulfilling to be able to see the project
through to the end and experience first

hand the difference that this project has
made to the local school children and
wider community.”Before their trip to The
Gambia, the group of pupils from
Southlands High School that are behind
the project visited Mono’s manufacturing
facility to learn more about how a Mono
pump is made, how it works and how the
company is using this innovative tech-
nology to help other African countries.

The Sun-Sub, which incorporates a range
of technically advanced features, consists
of four main units – a solar array, a con-
troller, a submersible brushless DC motor
and a positive displacement pump. The
system utilises solar modules, which are
manufactured from high efficiency
monocrystalline silicon cells. 

These modules can be mounted on a sta-
tionary array, but are more frequently
mounted on a GPS (Global Positioning
Satellite) tracking array, which is
designed to track the sun throughout the
day. The GPS tracking array ensures that
the solar panels are always facing the
sun and the GPS sensor provides precise
latitude, longitude and time (operating
on GMT), enabling the controller to
always position the solar array correctly. 

The GPS system is so effective, it can
produce 30% more water per day.The
Sun-Sub will only pump as long as water
is needed and will stop once tanks and

troughs are full, preventing wastage of
water or excess wear of the pump. It also
returns to its starting point at the end of
the day, ready for dawn the next day and
will continue to track the sun even in
overcast conditions, waiting for a break
in the clouds.Carrying out a variety of
fundraising activities, such as raffles,
cake sales and non uniform days; 

Southlands High School was able to raise
enough money to cover the cost of the
Mono solar pump, as well as their con-
tinuing support providing mid day meals
for the pupils at the Gambian school

About Mono NOV 
Based in Manchester, Mono NOV is
Europe’s leading designer and manufac-
turer of pumps, parts, grinders, screens
and packaged systems, supplying many
different sectors including, water and
wastewater, food and beverage, chemical
and pharmaceutical, oil and gas, minerals
and mining and paper and pulp. Mono’s
product ange includes heavy and light
duty industrial transfer pumps, wide-
throat pumps, hygienic pumps, dosing
pumps, solar pumps, as well as Munchers
and screens.                                    

Mono NOV Group
The Mono NOV Group is a worldwide
leader in pumps, parts, grinders, screens
and packaged systems. With revenues in
excess of $170 million, the Mono NOV
Group has 700 authorised distributors
across the globe and employs over 750
people. 

National Oilwell Varco (NOV)
National Oilwell Varco is a leading
provider of oilfield products and services
to the worldwide oil and gas industry and
has been for more than 140 years.
The company’s headquarters are in
Houston, USA and it has over 100
subsidiaries with over 1,000 sites
around the world, employing 30,000
people. National Oilwell Varco, which
has a turnover of  $8 billion, acquired
Mono in 2003.                                        

For further information: 
Sam Dorney,

IAS B2B Public Relations
tel: 01625 578578

email:sam.dorney@iasb2b.com

MONO® NOV’s
Solar Pump

Brings 
Running Water
to a Gambian

School
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Why MMonitor?

The concept of Predictive Maintenance
has now become accepted practice,
world wide.

Locating, defining and acting on
potential problems before they become
catastrophic is the main objective of a
predictive maintenance programme.
Techniques include thermography,
vibration analysis and motor monitoring.
Routine monitoring is not only the most
effective method of determining an early
diagnosis, but has many other positive
aspects. 

Monitoring motor performance using
modern equipment allows plant and
facility managers to dictate their own
down time, improve plant operation and
quickly identify poorly performing
equipment.

What MMotors tto MMonitor?

It is important to establish which motors
are to be monitored. Criticality, starts and
stops, ease of testing and availability
of spares are all concerns that must be
considered. But essentially, motors that
have a history of poor performance and
problems should be monitored more
often. 

It is vital to the success of the
predictive maintenance programme that
motor importance be defined, a routine
schedule be established and followed and
the indicated repairs and adjustments
made in timely manner.

How tto MMonitor

Motor monitoring has become a vital
tool with two facets that must be con-
sidered in order to obtain a successful
diagnosis of a motor’s condition. These
are ‘offline’ testing and ‘on-line’ testing. 

A motor has numerous components
including, copper windings, insulation
systems, bearings and that must be
tested and trended. The insulation
consists of the very thin protection to the
winding or magnet wire plus the ground
wall insulation that covers the magnet
wire in the slots. Off-line testing equip-
ment can effectively define the condition
of this insulation and when properly
trended aids in “predicting” the probabil-
ity of the motor’s future.

An effective off-line test should consist
of winding resistance, meg-ohm, high
potential and surge tests. Winding resist-
ance can locate shorted turns, open leads
and phase unbalance problems.
The meg-ohm test will identify grounded
and contaminated windings. The high
potential test looks for poor ground wall
insulation and the surge test locates
weakness within the copper wire itself.

On-line equipment has become the “tool
of choice” for many maintenance person-
nel. It is safe, quick and non-intrusive
and provides an enormous amount of
information in one report. A motor is a
part of a “total machine system” which
comprises of three components; the
incoming power, the motor itself and the
load being driven by the motor. 

On-line testers can locate both electrical
problems and many mechanical issues
that might otherwise go undiagnosed.
Motors often fail and are repaired or
replaced and returned to service without
critically, the “root cause” of the failure
being determined. On-line equipment can
define subtle power quality issues such
as harmonics; low or high voltage and

voltage inbalance. Rotor bar problems,
bearing issues, misalignment and many
other problem areas can also be identi-
fied. All of these issues can negatively
affect the motors operation including its
efficiency.

Understanding EEfficiency

One major domain that is identified and
tracked through motor monitoring is
efficiency. 

Efficiency is the ratio between useful
work performed and the energy expended
in producing it. Put simply it is the ratio
of output power divided by the input
power. Efficiency is usually defined in
one of three ways, nominal efficiency,
operating efficiency and minimum
efficiency.

Nominal efficiency is that value which is
assigned to a set or group of motors by
the manufacturer and designated on the
motor’s nameplate. Operating efficiency
is the true efficiency of the motor as it is
normally operating. Minimum efficiency
is the lowest efficiency value any motor
within a “test sample” must maintain.
Modern test equipment will define the
operating efficiency of the motor being
tested.

To understand efficiency we must first
understand how the values are derived
and what they mean. The Institute of
Electronic and Electrical Engineering or
IEEE defines how motor manufacturers
must measure and assign efficiency val-
ues to motors. Publication IEEE 112B sets
the standards and describes the method
that must be followed when motors are
produced. 

Basically, motors are randomly selected
off the production line and tested on a
“dyno” within a completely controlled
environment. The voltage is clean and
perfectly balanced, the load is dynami-
cally controlled and the test areas are
separated from any possible vibration or
sound interference. 

A series of motors is measured and a
mean average is determined. By defini-
tion, manufacturers are allowed a 20%
window of the losses, which get added to
the mean average and all motors within
that set are designated with that
“Efficiency Rating”. 

Motor 
Condition
Monitoring

Efficiency does matter
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For example, consider a hypothetical
situation where 100 motors are being
tested in order to determine nominal
efficiency. Let’s say that some will test as
high as 95% and the lowest as low as
93% with a mean average of 94.5%. The
mean average losses are 5.5% so the
accepted 20% window would be 1.1%.
This value gets added to the mean aver-
age of 94.5% which brings the “Nominal
Efficiency” for this set of motors to
95.6% which gets “stamped” into each
motor. While this hypothetical case may

be somewhat extreme it is not without
possibility and indicates the confusion
surrounding the idea of motor efficiency.

Why iis EEfficiency  IImportant?

Worldwide, motors consume between
55% and 63% of all electrical energy
being produced. Recent US Department
of Energy reports show that energy costs
could be cut by at least 18% by utilising
energy efficient motors. 

How does efficiency affect the cost of
plant operation? Consider a 100Hp
motor/load that is operating 24 hours per

day and 365 days per year with energy
costs at $0.05 per kilowatt hour (kWh). 

A motor operating at 85% efficiency will
use 768,819 kilowatts in that year at a
cost of $38,441.00. Improving to 90%
efficient will lower the cost by $2136.00
and reduce energy demand by
47,512kWh. A motor operating at 95%
efficiency will use just 687,891kWh and
cost $34,395.00, a savings of over
$4000.00.

How ccan EEfficiency
Be IImproved?

Motors are affected by countless envi-
ronmental, mechanical and electrical
issues that could be rectified or
improved. Low or high voltage issues are
generally correctible through transformer
taps and harmonic issues can be mitigat-
ed with various reactors, shielded cables
and isolation transformers. 

Low voltage levels cause motors to be
slightly less efficient and may raise cur-
rent levels beyond design. Motors “like”

to operate around 90% to 95% and
lower load levels tend to make them less
efficient. Overloaded situations cause
significant drops in efficiency along with
numerous other issues including a signif-
icant rise in operating temperature.

Mechanical issues such as misalignment,
physical looseness and imbalance not
only adversely affect a motor’s perform-
ance and longevity but also its efficiency.
Many times minor adjustments can add
years to a motor’s life and result in big
savings due to improved efficiency.

Additionally the costs of replacing poorly
performing motors with Premium
Efficiency motors will be quickly offset by
the savings in energy costs.

Summary

Energy costs are a major portion of any
plant or facility’s operating expenditures
and motors consume a very large part of
those expenses. 

Monitoring the motor’s performance and
making necessary adjustments will
improve reliability, extend the life of the
motor and reduce the overall operating
cost of the facility. 

Providing well trained, proficient techni-
cians with state-of-the-art equipment
and with the necessary time required to
carry out a complete predictive mainte-
nance programme will also prove to be a
great asset. Monitoring motors is a safe
and sure method to determine motor
condition and efficiency. 

Finally, energy saving not only directly
benefits the company but also correlates
into helping the environment!

Timothy M. Thomas,
Senior Applications Engineer

Baker Instruments, an SKF Company.
On behalf of 

Whitelegg Machines Ltd
Dorking, Surrey.

For further information
Contact 

Michael Herring, 
01306 713200

www.whitelegg.com
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Preventing critical pump failure - a case study
Here the Baker Explorer tester was used to trend the likely time taken for a sewage works pump
to become clogged with rubbish. Clogging had previously caused many pumps on this large
wastewater site to run overload and fail. Energy consumption was also reduced through condition
monitoring and planned cleaning programme in advance of critical failure.
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Immediate on-screen analysis of sound
insulation, using Bruel & Kjaer’s new
BZ-7228 building acoustics software,

means that problem partitions can now
be quickly identified on site.

Developed for use with the type 2250
analyser, the software enables fast and
simple measurement of airborne and
impact sound insulation, reducing time-
costly off-site evaluation and hastening
any necessary remedial work.

Matthew Hine, Sales Engineer for
Bruel & Kjaer UK, said: “Acoustics
consultants can quickly derive accurate
performance values for walls and floors
enabling them to delve further into
possible causes of acoustic weakness and
leakage and to investigate flanking paths
where partitions are likely not to comply
with the stringent sound insulation
standards specified by the Building
Regulations.”
The software includes settings relevant to
the appropriate British & International
Standards (BS EN ISO 140 & EN ISO 717),
together with Part E of the Building
Regulations for England & Wales, as well
as a host of standards relating to differ-
ent countries.

The 2250 has a large, colour touch-
screen and user-friendly menu system.
Taking an airborne measurement as an
example, the tester is guided through

measurements in the source and receiv-
ing rooms, together with background
noise and reverberation time measure-
ments in an intuitive fashion, removing
the need to take extensive notes as to
which measurement relates to which
partition. In addition, recyclable results
(e.g. time-costly reverberation time
measurements) may be copied between
files to save time in duplicating measure-
ments unnecessarily.

Results can be viewed immediately on
site to identify potentially weak parti-
tioning structures. Warning and error
messages (e.g. background noise correc-
tions) allow the tester to understand the
cause of the problem and to take steps
to ensure that accurate measurements
are undertaken. Back at the office, results
may be exported to Qualifier (7830) or
spreadsheet programs.
Using identical connections to the previ-
ous 2260 analyser, the built-in pink and
white noise generators on the 2250 may
be used with an amplifier and speaker
system such as the 2716 / 4292. A radio

transmitter / receiver may also be used to
enable remote control of the sound
source.

Bruel & Kjaer is hosting a Sound
Insulation Measurements training course
in Stevenage, Herts, on 25th September
2008 (fee £245 + VAT). The course is
intended for anyone new to either build-
ing acoustics, room acoustics or the
2260, 2250 or 2270 Sound Level
Analysers with building or room acoustics
modules. The programme will cover how
to successfully undertake reverberation
time and full sound insulation measure-
ments with the appropriate sound
sources. It includes theory and measure-
ment of building acoustics parameters,
relevant British Standards and Building
Regulations, airborne sound insulation,
impact sound insulation and rev. time
with the emphasis on practical measure-
ment tasks using Bruel & Kjaer instru-
mentation.

For more information about the 2250
and BZ-7228 building acoustics software

please contact 

Heather Wilkins
Marketing Coordinator

Bruel & Kjaer UK Ltd
Telephone: 01438 739 000

www.bksv.co.uk 

e-mail: heather.wilkins@bksv.com

Instant sound
insulation
feedback

from
Bruel & Kjaer
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Results can be 
viewed on site to identify

potentially weak
partitioning
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Amprobe has introduced its latest
50-page 2007/2008 Test Tools
Catalogue covering over 250

quality test and measurement products
for professionals in the electrical,
automotive, maintenance, construction
and HVAC markets. All products conform
to the requisite IEC safety standards
for use in their designated safety area
category.

Amprobe offers an extensive selection
of handheld test and measurement
products including 26 clamp meters,
24 multimeters, power quality recorders
and analysers, installation testers,
electrical testers, circuit tracers and
HVAC testers. Some of the latest prod-

ucts in the free Amprobe Test Tools
2007/2008 catalogue are the Amprobe
IR608A Infrared Thermometer, featuring

laser pointer for easy targeting; the
Amprobe AU92 Automotive Multimeter,
designed specifically for automotive
servicing, with rpm, dwell and tempera-
ture measurement; the Amprobe ACD-10
true-RMS Clamp Meter, with extra thin
jaws and measuring up to 600A AC; and
the Amprobe LH41A low current Clamp
Meter with a 1mA resolution, ideal for
general measurements on small conduc-
tors. 

Also featured is a wide choice of acces-
sories for the Amprobe products - test
leads, carry cases, current transformers
and temperature probes 

Amprobe products can be ordered online
from Warwick Test Supplies via the

company web site at
www.warwickts.com

and clicking on ‘Shop Online’, or a free
catalogue can be ordered by clicking on

‘Contact’. Detailed specifications of
individual products are available via

downloadable pdf files from the website.

For further information:
Beha-Amprobe GmbH
In den Engematten 14

79286 Glottertal, Germany

FREE
Amprobe
2007/2008
Test Tools
Catalogue 

Over 250 quality test and
measurement products for the

electrical, maintenance,
construction and HVAC markets.

“Tell Luigi to be a little more careful with the pepper”
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New, Secure
Web-Service to

Connect Machine
Builders with

Remote Machines 

Aunique, secure and affordable
Internet-based service has been
launched that addresses the

growing need for machine builders and
systems integrators to perform remote
maintenance and diagnostics with
machines in remote locations, anywhere
in the world, using secure Broadband and
secure wireless connections.

Talk2M (Talk to Machines) is a brand
new Internet service (www.talk2m.com)
from Belgian company ACTL, a provider
of intelligent Ethernet gateways and
industrial IP routers. ACTL’s ‘eWON’ range
of industrial routers complies with a wide
range of serial and Ethernet-based PLCs,
including Siemens, Rockwell Automation,
Schneider Electric and Omron. As sole UK
distributor of ACT’L’s ‘eWON’ range,
M.A.C Solutions (UK) Ltd is urging
UK-based machine builders and systems
integrators to take advantage of this new
service.

Talk2M offers full integration of IT
security standards by allowing an

Internet communication ‘tunnel’ between
the user and the remote machine, with-
out any IT network security changes at
either end. This major breakthrough
enables easy, fast deployment of remote
connectivity links, whilst circumventing
complexities that may exist within site
IT network infrastructures.

In the past, machine builders have
traditionally used leased-lines and
dial-up modem connections to perform
maintenance on remote equipment and
machines. Whilst modem-based polling
offers direct connection, it is inherently a
slow, point-to-point serial connection,
rather than a fast, multifunction link.
As Dave Hammond, Ethernet Product
Manager at M.A.C Solutions states:
“Modem-to-modem dial-up connections
are still being used by some companies
today, but are increasingly being seen as
costly to install, complex to set up and
costly to run. Moreover, they simply
cannot provide instant, high-bandwidth
remote-connectivity, for data acquisition,
machine fault-finding and customer
support.”

“Rather than sending a service engineer
to Brazil to solve a problem with the
remotely installed machine, simply
because it is not possible to support the
site through a slow modem connection,
companies should look to make better
use of secure broadband and technolo-
gies that are now available. There are
massive cost savings to be had.”

Hammond therefore advises machine
builders and systems integrators to look

at their current methods for managing
and maintaining remote-machines, to see
whether IT technologies can improve
these methods. The answer, he says, is
invariably ‘yes’. According to Hammond,
machine builders need to factor real-
time, secure web-server support into
their plans during installation of remote
equipment.          This requires that cer-
tain key issues be considered up-front,
including for what purpose is this link to
be used, which communications infra-
structure (Broadband, PSTN telephone
lines or mobile phone network) is avail-
able at the remote site and also how
much data will be required across this
link to achieve their goals. “Perhaps con-
stant, regular communication is neces-
sary for large sites, where large amounts
of data is being transferred. For other
sites, perhaps occasional communication
with only limited data is appropriate. Or
maybe the remote machine only needs to
relay the occasional alarm,” he says.

“Another important question is in which
direction the communication is required.
A fully bi-directional always-on VPN
[Virtual Private Network] link, for exam-
ple, means the user gets secure, remote
access at all times, but this may be
overkill and costly, especially if a
broadband is not available,” he adds.

Security is critical for companies today
and so such technologies must conform
to the industry-standard 128-Bit SSL
encryption, which Talk2M does. “What
our customers are moving towards today
is using secure VPNs with Internet and
wireless access to their remote machine
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data,” explains Hammond. “This security
is equivalent to the level of security
associated with booking your airline
ticket with your credit card over the
Internet. In addition, with Talk2M, users
don’t have to invest in servers and soft-
ware, they get free access to Talk2M, as
long as they have eWON hardware at the
remote site of course.”

On request or permanently, eWON makes
a secure, VPN connection to the Talk2M
web server using UDP or TCP https, pass-
ing outward through the site firewall.
On the other side, the user also makes
a secure VPN connection to the same
server, by signing in to the Talk2M
service, using free, VPN software called

‘eCatcher’. This server acts as a ‘broker’ to
interconnect the two VPN tunnels. The
information exchanged during the com-
munication is 128-bit encrypted, so that
only authenticated users can connect to
their eWON devices.

The Talk2M VPN-client (eCatcher) is
freely available to download on the
Talk2M website. The remote sites (eWON
devices) are registered to a specific
Talk2M user account and are accessible
only to that user. Once a user has con-
nected and signed in, a single click is all
that is needed to establish communica-
tion with the chosen remote site.
Connecting to a remote location via
mobile phone networks is just as

straightforward. An eWON device
containing an embedded GPRS or EDGE
modem can either be permanently
connected to Talk2M or can be remotely
activated to establish a Talk2M VPN ses-
sion, by sending it an SMS text message.
Remote sites require only standard SIM
cards, which are inexpensive and can be
sourced from any mobile phone provider,
allowing Talk2M users to shop around for
the best deal on mobile data rates.

For more information on Talk2M, visit the
website at 

www.Talk2M.com
or telephone M.A.C Solutions

on 01527 592999
or email sales@mac-solutions.co.uk .
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Top female engineer
reaches final of

International MBA
Student of the Year

awards

Mamta Singhal, winner of the
Institution of Engineering and
Technology (IET) 2007 Women’s

Engineering Society Prize, has beaten off
competition from 148 business schools
across 68 countries to reach the final of
the 2008 MBA Student of the Year
awards. 

As one of the shortlisted candidates, the
28-year-old engineer from East Kilbride,
Glasgow, attended a gruelling interview
in London. The finalists were announced
in Portugal on the 28 May. Mamta is
currently lecturing in Design,
Manufacture and Engineering
Management at Strathclyde University
and studying for a triple accredited MBA.

Mamta believes that the award from
the IET stood her in good stead for this
new challenge. 
“I think one of the most important

aspects is that the IET recognises that
engineering is creative” she said.
“Employers are also acknowledging that

employees who have an engineering
background have both a creative and
analytical mind which are key attributes
in almost any sector.”

Mamta will now go head to head with
the three other contenders from around
the world at a ceremony to be held in
London this Winter.

Mamta began her engineering career as
a creative development engineer for toy
manufacturer Hasbro helping produce a
range of hugely popular toys including
Action Man™, Monopoly™ and Shrek 2™.

She has also worked at Dyson and
Polaroid.

Robin McGill, chief executive of the IET
said: “It is a real achievement for Mamta
to get to this stage of a competition
which attracts thousands of high calibre
candidates. As can be seen from her
achievements, she is a very talented
engineer and is particularly passionate
about informing others of the great
opportunities and challenges that a
career in engineering can provide. A
great role model for other young women,
Mamta has a promising career in engi-
neering and technology ahead of her.

”For us, at the IET, it is very rewarding
to see one of our Young Women
Engineers go from strength to strength. It
reinforces the importance of identifying
and encouraging talent early on and con-
tinuing to foster this as career challenges
change.“

The awards are organised by the
Association of MBAs and the winners will
be announced at a black tie dinner event
at Whitehall Place, Westminster, on 6th
November 2008.

Any further enquiries to:
Mary Donovan, 

IET Media and PR Officer 
Tel:+44 (0)1438 765587
M: +44 (0) 7970 036449

email: mdonovan@theiet.org
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Voltage reduction
system for lighting

cuts power
consumption by

20% at Lidl

Anew voltage reduction system has
been launched that cuts energy
consumption of fluorescent light-

ing systems by up to 30%. According to
Block, the manufacturer of the system,
payback is typically between 20 and 30
months.

The system has already proved itself with
customers in Germany. Energy consump-
tion was reduced by around 20% for
indoor lighting at a Lidl supermarket
store, and a medium-sized town in
Southern Germany has seen the power
consumption of its street lighting cut by
25% per year after installing the new
system. 

Block’s new SAVERGY range of voltage
reduction systems is based on the com-
pany’s three-phase autotransformer tech-
nology, which has an efficiency of more
than 97%. The system protects fluores-
cent lighting, including mercury vapour-

based and sodium discharge lamps, from
high voltages, smoothing out illumination
levels at all times. The basic principle
behind the system is to reduce the line
voltage to a lower level according to the
lighting system’s specification.

The system is suitable for any factory,
public building or office that uses a sig-
nificant amount of lighting for a good
proportion of the day and night.
Customers of SAVERGY already include
supermarkets and underground car parks,
as well as installers of street lighting.
Other potential applications include
multi-storey car parks, industrial compa-
nies, oil refineries, airports, public build-
ings, warehouses, office blocks and logis-
tics companies.  

Bob Liddle, Managing Director at Block
UK, comments: “Payback time is key for
customers of this type of technology.
With its robust design, ease of installa-
tion and relatively small initial invest-

ment, we are confident that SAVERGY
will pay for itself within two-and-a-half
years.”

SAVERGY is supplied with a cabinet and
can be installed indoors or outdoors. The
unit includes a special, three-phase auto-
transformer, a control unit, which is
mounted on a back plate for easy instal-
lation in the cabinet. There’s also a dis-
play for status requests, plus a unique,
dual bypass system that includes an
automatic and manual bypass. As Liddle
explains: “Unlike most competing sys-
tems currently on the market, SAVERGY
uses a double bypass system for control-
ling the switches. This system includes an
electro-mechanical bypass that most sys-
tems offer, but it also has a fully inte-
grated, hard-wired bypass built into the
autotransformer.”   

Super SSolution aat LLidl

One customer of SAVERGY is German-
based discount supermarket chain LIDL,
which has more than 7,000 stores in 17
countries. Block’s German installation
partner 4e Energiezentrale GmbH
approached Lidl in August 2007. The
regional buildings supervisor responsible
was about to move to the corporate
headquarters at the end of 2007. In
November that year, a meeting with the
project director took place at 4e’s head
office.

The indoor lighting of a typical Lidl
supermarket store requires around
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55,000kWh of electrical energy each
year. It was decided to implement a pilot
SAVERGY unit in one store. This system
was installed in February 2007. After an
initial pilot system was delivered and
installed, both parties were not con-
vinced by the savings achieved.
Therefore, a new transformer was co-
developed by Block and 4e, which could
be used for this specific type of electron-

ic ballast. On 11th February, 2008, the
new system went online for a four-week
testing period at Lidl.

Measurements were taken in BYPASS and
SAVING mode. During this test period, an
18.6% reduction in electricity consump-
tion was achieved and has been con-
firmed by tests undertaken by 4e.
Separate tests were carried out by Lidl,
which also confirmed these savings.

Sven Holtzhausen, Sales Manager at 4e
Energiezentrale GmbH comments: “In
total, the consumption will be reduced by
around 10,000 kWh per year. This equates
to a reduction in CO2 emissions of
approximately 5 tonnes per year. The
installed SAVERGY units have a payback
period of just over two years.
Furthermore, if Lidl installs the units in
80 per cent of its stores, annual electrici-
ty costs would be cut by around two mil-
lion euros per year. CO2 emissions would
be reduced by 11,000 tonnes per year.”

Town CCuts SStreet LLight EEnergy
Consumption bby 225%

Kornwestheim, a medium-sized town in
Southern Germany, has reduced electrici-
ty consumption for its street lighting by
25%, which equates to around 10,000
euros per year. With overall project costs
of 26,000 euros, the SAVERGY solution
will pay for itself within 30 months.

The town has 26 supply terminals for the
street lighting system. The system is
managed by Germany’s fourth largest
energy supplier, EnBW. In May 2008,
EnBW certified the SAVERGY system.

As Sven Holtzhausen explains: “It was
decided to install six pilot SAVERGY units

across six streets in the town. The
respective streets are a mix of industrial
parks, commercial and residential areas.
The SAVERGY unit was used with its
standard settings, a one step reduction to
207V after a ‘burn-in’ period of 15 min-
utes.”

Civil engineering was carried out by 4e
and electrical installation by EnBW. The
installation was completed in September
2007. On October 8th last year, the first
measurement results were taken in
BYPASS and SAVING mode. “The results
of these tests showed a 25 per cent
mean reduction in electricity consump-
tion, with all lighting intensity results
were within the required range,” adds
Holtzhausen.

According to 4e, calculating potential
CO2 savings using the official CO2 coef-
ficient of 518g/kWh, around 33 tonnes of
CO2 production per year could be saved
by these six streets. Overall, savings of
approximately 65,000 kWh per year are
made. In monetary terms, this equates to
around 10,000 euros per year. With over-
all project costs at 26,000 euros, the
town can expect payback in two-and-a-
half years.

Block UK is currently looking for
a UK-based installation partner for

SAVERGY. 
For more information, please visit

www.blockuk.co.uk 
or telephone Bob Liddle,

Managing Director at Block UK
on 01621 850 666.
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TERRENCE ALFRED PARKER
FOUNDER FELLOW OF THE INSTITUTION

1939 - 2008
It is with great sadness that we 

inform members of the passing of Terry Parker.
In1984 when he was a Warrant Officer in the Royal Navy

Data Squadron Terry joined the Institution as a
founder Fellow. He was elected to the Council  in 2004
but reluctantly resigned due to failing health in 2006.

Terry worked relentlesly on behalf of the Institution and its
members. His warm and friendly personality will be greatly

missed by all who knew him.
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With each generation of its
thermal imaging cameras FLIR
Systems has pushed the

boundaries of the technology.  Last year
it introduced the world’s first, off-the-
shelf, 640 x 480 infrared camera.
It’s successor, the new top-of-the-range
FLIR P660, builds on this foundation
putting clear daylight between those
that are simple imagers and this, a
camera with immense added value.

The FLIR P660 has been designed and
developed for applications that need
superior image quality, temperature
measurement accuracy and even greater
thermal image detail.  The FLIR P660 is
supplied with an even more sensitive 640

x 480 uncooled detector with an industry
leading sensitivity of better than 45mK.
Yet the resultant, highly detailed images
can be enhanced further by the new con-
trast optimiser.  This is a special algo-
rithm that enables the user to view with
the utmost clarity both the scanned
object and its surroundings. Particularly
useful in low contrast surroundings, this
feature enables detail normally lost in
the background to be seen more clearly. 
The most significant industry first feature
to be introduced with the FLIR P660 is

integral GPS for geo-location.  This facili-
ty is something that FLIR Systems’ cus-
tomers have requested and is particularly
relevant if a geographically spread asset
base needs to be monitored. Utility, ener-
gy and telecoms users will be major ben-
eficiaries of this introduction. It is also
highly useful for consultants who survey
different sites for a living.

The GPS data is stored automatically
with the radiometric images adding
mapping information to inspection
reports so that field repair and service
teams know the exact location of the
problem.

Wireless remote control is another
added-value extra on the FLIR P660. This
allows the camera to be set-up in a sen-
sitive or difficult to access location. It
monitors or captures an event whilst the
user retires to a point of safety and still
retains full control over the camera
operation.

A new Picture-in-Picture function allows
the user to overlay, pan and scale an
infrared image on a visual image.
As all measurement data is retained, the
combined image can be fully analysed.
Thermal fusion is also included and
enables image overlay to be undertaken
in real time at the push of a button.
This also allows the creation of overlay
just as isotherms have been used – pro-

viding Thermal Fusion data in a tempera-
ture ban or as above or below tempera-
ture.

FLIR Systems has also upgraded the on-
board visual camera with its latest addi-
tion.  The FLIR P660 includes a 3.2
megapixel visual camera, a large 5.6”
colour LCD, tiltable viewfinder and a 3-
hour battery.  It is housed in a rugged
but lightweight magnesium casing that
weighs less than cameras with a fraction
of the resolution and fewer features.  The
standard model measures temperatures
from -40°C to +500°C with optional
range up to +2000°C.

“The first generation of our 640 x 480 IR
cameras focused on the merits of higher
resolution for the professional thermog-
raphy,” explained UK Sales and Marketing
Manager, Paul Sacker.  “The FLIR P660
takes the concept several stages further
by rolling-out a host of additional fea-
tures that complement this perform-
ance.”

For further enquiries please contact:
Flir Systems Ltd

2 Kings Hill Avenue,
Kings Hill, West Malling,

Kent, ME19 4AQ
Tel: +44(0)1732 220011

Fax: +44(0) 1732 843707
Email: sales@flir.uk.

WWW.flirthermography.co.uk

GPS -
A World First

for
Thermography

from Flir
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New Mini
CORI-FLOW
is Smallest

Coriolis
Instrumentation

Yet
Bronkhorst High-Tech, European leaders
in thermal mass flow metering and con-
trol, has introduced its new highly com-
pact and accurate Mini CORI-FLOW
series, believed to be the smallest
Coriolis effect instruments on the mar-
ket. Offering a range of purpose-made
meters and controllers, as well as dedi-
cated liquid dosing systems, Mini CORI-
FLOW has been specifically developed to
precisely measure very low flow rates,
down to a few grams an hour, although
larger models will handle up to 30kg/hr
and beyond. The unique design of the
Coriolis sensor delivers unsurpassed per-
formance, irrespective of changing oper-
ating conditions with regard to pressure,
temperature, density, conductivity and
viscosity.

Suitable for both liquid and gas flow
applications and capable of bi-directional
measurement, Mini CORI-FLOW instru-
ments are equipped with robust IP65
weatherproof housings and available
with ATEX approval for use in hazardous
areas; while the controllers feature
adaptable PID controls for regulating
integral or separately-mounted electronic
control valves. Typical applications
include research laboratories, pilot plants,
semiconductor and fuel cell processing,
food and pharmaceutical industries, ana-
lytical installations, micro-reactors, plas-
ma surfacing technology and anywhere
requiring direct mass flow measurement,
independent of fluid properties. Prices are
highly competitive.

The Coriolis effect, first identified by a
French scientist of that name, is the ten-
dency for any moving body to drift side-

ways from its course, due to the earth’s
rotation. A major practical application of
this effect is mass flow measurement
and, in the Mini CORI-FLOW series, the
fluid flows through a vibrating tube,
causing a variable phase shift, which is
detected by sensors and fed to an inte-
gral PC board, with the resulting output
exactly proportional to the mass flow
rate. Whilst other flow measuring princi-
ples require correction for changes in
fluid temperature, pressure, viscosity and
density, Coriolis devices are independent
of these properties and will exactly
measure fluid throughput, no matter
whether it is in a gaseous or liquid state.

Notable for their high accuracy and fast
measuring signal, traditional Coriolis
mass flow meters tend to be large,
requiring robust mountings and sizeable
concrete plinths, and are typically applied
to medium-to-high flow rates, with
measurement of low rates usually com-
plicated and costly. Now, building upon
the success of its existing CORI-FLOW
design, which is a quarter the size of
standard units, Bronkhorst’s new Mini
CORI-FLOW is around 16x smaller than
normal, with a basic footprint of just
80mm x 32mm and an overall height of
144mm. Moreover, both meters and con-
trollers have been developed to cover the
needs of the low flow market, at a frac-
tion of usual costs, with different models

providing overlapping maximum flow
rates up to 30kg/hr.

The new Mini CORI-FLOW series features
state-of-the-art digital technology, offer-

ing standard fieldbus interface options
and additional functions such as

totalisation and alarms. The PC
boards on the range’s mass
flow controllers (MFCs) addi-
tionally allow fast and
smooth control of electri-
cally-driven valves, either
integrated onto the device
or separately mounted for
special tasks.  The flow
controllers have the same

footprint as traditional ther-
mal MFCs and feature the same

options for analog and fieldbus com-
munications, enabling quick and
easy instrument exchange.

For applications where a control valve
is not appropriate, such as when a liquid

cannot be pressurised, a Mini CORI-FLOW
liquid dosing system can be supplied in
various flow capacities. This comprises a
virtually pulse-free gear pump, close cou-
pled to the Coriolis flow meter, complete
with check valve, filter and interconnect-
ing pipework, in a simple, compact
assembly. Again, the pump is regulated
by the onboard PID controller, via a volt-
age output signal.

Bronkhorst UK has identified a number of
interesting applications for this unique
Coriolis technology and can assist in the
development of customised solutions.
These include the measurement and con-
trol of additives being dosed into a main
product stream; the supercritical meas-
urement of difficult-to-monitor fluids
like carbon dioxide and ethylene, where
they are midway between a liquid and a
gas; the delivery of precursor fluids,
either as gases or liquids, in deposition
processes; and as a batch process count-
er, where each batch can be programmed
into the integrated counter limit value,
then the valve closed until reset.

Further enquiries to 
Bronkhorst UK,

Cathrine House, London Road, 
Sawston CB22 3XE,                  
tel: 01223 833222 

www.bronkhorst.co.uk
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Humm, thur 
Another Life Study 

from Douglas Wragg

This story has absolutely nothing to
do with investigating collisions or
wrecked engines, but is reminiscence

from my time as an apprentice.

“Wonderful” I hear you say, “perhaps we
shall read something interesting, for a
change.” 

Like most of you, I started my working
life as an apprentice, dressed in overalls
with legs and sleeves that were too long,
keen to learn and all too eager to make
mistakes.

Apprentices, almost by definition, have a
well-developed sense of humour and an
unlimited capacity for fun.
One of the “oldies” in the garage was
Bert Stacey, who had been there for cen-
turies. Bert was good at what he knew,
but modern technology was a bit of a
closed book to him – that is something
that faces all of us at sometime in our
professional lives, at what point do we
“trip out” and say enough is enough.
I remember at technical college there
were a few lecturers who knew lots
about older vehicles, but were rather at a
loss with things like transistorised igni-
tion systems and the like. Fuel injection?
Forget it!!

Anyway, back to the workshop, old Bert
when faced with a difficult job would
mutter whilst he worked, and the best
we apprentices could make of his mut-
tering was that it sounded like “hmm
thur”. So, being good apprentices, we
reckoned that it was some kind of magi-
cal spell, and when a problem arose the
general consensus of opinion was that
we “should throw a couple of sharp
thurs” at whatever was giving us a prob-
lem. 

Bert was not a very tall person, and in
today’s mad politically correct society, I
guess he could have been described as
vertically challenged!!
There is one famous incident, which I
almost hesitate to tell you. There was a
great team spirit in the workshop and
magical things used to happen.
Customers were allowed in the workshop
and actually encouraged to enter – ah,

halcyon days. If a customer was in the
workshop and someone was hammering
away at his bench at some recalcitrant
component, there would eventually be
heard the evocative sound of hammer on
knuckles, which would be followed by a
steady stream of Anglo-Saxon. Whoever
spotted the customer in the workshop
would shout across to the hammerer
“What was that you said, Dave?”
Obviously hoping for a repeat perform-
ance!!

Well, to this embarrassing story. Bert was
working on an old vehicle, overhauling
the in-board rear brakes. In order to do
this, he had to stand on an orange box so
that he could reach down to the compo-
nents. We apprentices thought that it
was great sport every time we went by to
grab hold of Bert’s ankles and tip him
inside the vehicle. For some strange rea-
son, he did not share our amusement,
and had we bothered to ask, he was
actually becoming rather fed up with this
treatment.

Well, in to the workshop came a
favourite customer of ours dressed in a
lovely white dress. She had known Bert
for years, and he was her “pet” mechanic.
She went over to him and placed her
hands on his waist. Bert, thinking it was
one of “them pesky boys”, and without
looking up from his work, extended and
hand to grab a rather sensitive part of
the anatomy!!

He very quickly realised his mistake, and
we “boys” disappeared underneath the
vehicles we were working on killing our-
selves with silent laughter.
Bert straightened up, and when he saw
what he had done, he turned the colour
of a beetroot!  The customer was a real
sport and said, “It is a good job I know
you, Bert.” When she turned round to
leave, there was a great greasy hand
print on the front of her dress!!

Needless to say, Bert was never allowed
to forget that incident, and it came up
on a regular basis during tea breaks and
the like, and every time it was mentioned
he would colour up and mutter about
“b****y boys!”

Bert now works in that great workshop in
the sky. I wonder whether it is necessary
to throw sharp thurs at celestial vehicles. 

Editor’s Comments
Members are invited to recount their
experiences as apprentices be it: 
a) Being asked to take a bucket of light
down to the pit face.
b) Being asked to fetch the infamous left
handed srewdriver or a magic skyhook
from the Company Stores.
Many an apprentice believed a1/2’ A/F
spanner fitted a nut having a 1/2”
American Fred
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ACall for Articles
A CALL FOR ARTICLES

Members are invited to
submit articles and case
studies for inclusion in

this Journal all of which
are are considered for a

Collacott prize.

Please forward your
material by email or post

to the Head Office.

THE
S.S.FRIESLAND

A cracking tale of
International intrigue, just

one of eight cases from

SHERLOCK
HOLMES

SOME
UNPUBLISHED CASES 

By Robert A Kisch
Order the book and

read the rest!
Tel: 0116 279 6772

email:
admin@diagnosticengineers.org

ONLY £9.99 + p&p
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Wheelbarrow
Increases 

FLOW 
EFFICIENCY
for FLOGAS

Flogas, one of the UK’s leading sup-
pliers of Liquid Petroleum Gas, is
enjoying increased quality and pro-

duction rates, improved efficiency and
reduced outsourcing at its Staveley gas
cylinder refurbishing plant, thanks to a
new wheelblast machine from surface
preparation experts, Wheelabrator Group.  

Following a three way tender process,
Flogas chose Wheelabrator Group to
supply a new diablo conveyor wheelblast
machine so all cylinder refurbishment
could take place in-house. 

Prior to the Wheelabrator installation,
Flogas cylinders in need of grit blasting
would be outsourced to a third party and
refurbished off site. They are now able to
manage the entire refurbishment process
on one site, making it easier to control
and increasing overall production rates.

Simon Eldridge, cylinder supply
chain manager at Flogas said: “With
refurbishment now taking place on-site
the process is streamlined, and more
time and cost effective.
The introduction of our new procedure
has seen speed; efficiency and production
increase by more than 20 percent.

“We chose Wheelabrator Group because
of its service reputation, market knowl-
edge, proven machine innovation and
tried and tested equipment solutions.
It has allowed us to achieve improved
quality standards and take full control of
our process. 

“Producing a professional product rein-
forces our service message, which is why

investments of this nature are key contri-
butions to the ongoing success of
Flogas.”

Cylinders are now processed through the
roller conveyor machine, which removes

old paint, previous zinc coatings and any
rust on the surface. The steel is left clean
and ready for the new zinc application.
Once completed, the cylinder is safe to
go back into circulation for up to another
15 years.

Rob Goodwin, UK field sales manager at
Wheelabrator Group, said: “The require-
ments and timescales from the customer
were very specific. We commissioned the
machine to include a diablo mechanism

to rotate the cylinders as they pass
through, providing maximum cleaning
capabilities, and an automated loading
and unloading facility to maintain high
levels of production efficiency. The
client’s expectations on timings were also
met, with the machine delivered on time
and to schedule.
“Roller machines are ideal for providing
continuous and increased production
flow. Once up and running they require
very little operator interaction allowing
labour to be allocated more effectively.
With the introduction of this new blast
equipment, Flogas is now seeing one
cylinder being cleaned every thirty
seconds.”

For product enquiries
or to arrange a visit to

Wheelabrator Group’s
Surface Technology Centre,

please contact:
Brian Rodgers, Sales Manager,
Wheelabrator Group,

on 0161 928 6388 
or uk-info@wheelabratorgroup.co.uk.
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Once completed,
the cylinder is safe

to go back into
circulation for up to
another 15 years.
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New CCTV tester
is lighter, more

compact and offers
unique  

functionality

Anew, versatile, easy-to-use CCTV
tester is now available, which is
both lighter and more compact

than its predecessor and offers unique
additional features, including video level
and sync testing, as well as audio level
testing.

The SecuriTEST™ Pro from IDEAL INDUS-
TRIES is the latest product in the compa-
ny’s range of CCTV testers. While its
predecessor, SecuriTEST™, offers users
access to six essential functions in a sin-
gle unit: a CCTV video tester, PTZ camera
controller, digital multimeter, UTP cable
tester, video test pattern generator and

PTZ protocol analyser, the new
SecuriTEST™ Pro offers all this existing
functionality, plus three additional
unique features.

First, the device operates on a lithium

polymer battery, resulting in faster
charging times, longer operating times
and a more compact, lightweight device.
Second, the unit offers video level and
sync testing and so measures the
strength of the video signal coming from 
the camera in mW. And third, the unit
provides audio level testing. Cameras
with microphones can be connected to
the tester and their audio played through
the internal speaker, which is then
displayed on the LCD as a bar-graph
style level indicator.

The new tester will be of interest to
CCTV/security installers and electrical
contractors working in security installa-
tions, as well as service and maintenance
technicians working in schools,
Government buildings, airports, shopping
centres, hospitals, office buildings, hotels
and sports stadiums.

IDEAL INDUSTRIES’ European General
Manager Tony Kumeta, said: “All nine

functions are included in SecuriTEST™Pro,
so users save money by eliminating the
need to invest in multiple testers. Having
so many features in a single device also
means that users increase their produc-
tivity and safety when working on lad-
ders or lifts.”
The SecuriTEST™ Pro package – including
BNC video cable, DMM test leads, neck
strap, UTP cable terminator and carry
case – is available now for just £399.00
excl. VAT. 

For more information, 
please call 01925 444446 or visit the

website at 
www.idealindustries.co.uk .
Alternatively, you can contact 

IDEAL INDUSTRIES 
on Ideal_UK@idealindustries.com 
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Laser sensor
filters out any

interference from
sub-micrometre
surface defects

Anew non-contact laser profile dis-
placement sensor is now available,
which uses a unique laser line and

special software algorithms to filter out
any interference caused by very small
(sub-micrometre) surface defects on
shiny objects such as polished metals,
mild steel and rubber.

Rather than using a spherical or point-
shaped laser spot, Micro-Epsilon’s
optoNCDT 2200-LL uses a special cylin-
drical lens that widens the laser spot to
an oval shape. Although this shape
appears as oval to the human eye, the
actual shape is a very small line that
measures just 30 micrometres wide by
300 micrometres in length.
Measurements using this laser line are
then averaged using Micro-Epsilon’s
patented software algorithms, so that
any interference caused by surface
roughness, defects, indentations or holes
down in the sub-micrometre range – are
completely filtered out.

An ideal application for the optoNCDT
2200-LL is therefore in structured sur-
faces, where the distance and not the
structure itself need to be measured.
The distance measurement should not be
influenced by the structure of the sur-
face, but instead should provide a con-
stant, reliable value of the distance from
the target.

Erich Winkler, Product Manager at Micro-
Epsilon comments: “The speckle effect
that is often associated with rough sur-
faces is filtered out by the new sensor’s
optics and software algorithms. A com-
ponent with a rough surface, when illu-
minated with light from a laser, exhibits
a speckled appearance. This effect makes
it very difficult for laser sensors to meas-

ure distances to surfaces, especially if the
surface defects are very small.”

According to Winkler, the optoNCDT
2200-LL is already being used in a num-
ber of applications, including measuring
the distance of lift cylinders on printing
machines and for measuring the thick-
ness of shiny, oily steel surfaces on tex-
tile machinery. The sensor is also being
used to measure structured surfaces on
grinding wheels and on CNC turned
parts, including shafts and tubes. “These
parts are cut from metal and are left
with small machining tracks on the sur-
face, which together, act like a small
mirror to a laser light. In this case, most
of the light is reflected back to the sen-
sor at different angles rather than in a
diffuse manner and so the sensor strug-
gles to take accurate measurements.
The optoNCDT 2200-LL has been
designed specifically to solve measure-
ment problems such as these,” explains
Winkler.

Seven different versions of the optoNCDT
2200-LL sensor are available, with meas-
uring ranges between 2mm and 200mm.
The sensor is based on the company’s
very successful optoNCDT 2200 and
therefore benefits from all the other
advantages of this series, such as fast
measurement rates and automatic real-
time exposure regulation.

For more information on Micro-Epsilon’s
optoNCDT 2200-LL and 2220 sensors,

please call the sales department
on 0151 260 9800

or email: info@micro-epsilon.co.uk 

Micro-Epsilonis a major global manufac-
turer of sensors, headquartered in
Germany. The company’s range of sensors
measure everything from displacement to
distance, position, vibration, dimensions
and thickness, using both contact and
non-contact measurement techniques.
These techniques include inductive,
differential transformer, eddy-current,
capacitive, laser-optical, potentiometric
and draw-wire principles. 

With more than 30 years’ experience
in the industry, Micro-Epsilon isn’t just
a sensor manufacturer. The company is
highly innovative and understands
the importance of providing complete
solutions and support services for its
customers. The firm is renowned for its
expertise in consulting, development
and application of industrial sensors to
complex, customer-specific solutions
for measurement, inspection and
automation. The focus is on selling
technical advantage to its clients.       

Micro-Epsilon UK Ltd
Unit 1 Pioneer Business Park
North Road, Ellesmere Port

Cheshire CH65 1AD
Tel: +44 (0) 151 355 6070
Fax: +44(0) 151 355 6075

www.micro-epsilon.co.uk
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Caché 
appointed

Exclusive UK
Distributor
for Sage

Metering Inc 
A new partnership is formed

as Sage Metering select the leading
Instrumentation specialist as the UK

distributor for Thermal Mass
Flowmeters

Caché Instrumentation Ltd, specialist
Instrumentation solutions provider has
been appointed as the exclusive UK
distributor for Sage’s Thermal Mass
Flowmeters. 

Robert Steinberg, President of Sage
stated ‘Caché was selected as a natural
and ideal partner since it shared the
same ideology and philosophy towards
customer service together with its
applications and technical expertise.’

Sage Metering Inc is a leading US
manufacturer of Thermal Mass Gas

Flowmeters. The privately held
California Corporation has over 100 years
of     combined experience in delivering
quality inline and insertion thermal mass
flowmeters for a wide variety of gas flow
monitoring needs. 
The unique design features of the Sage
products have resulted in the most
accurate, highest performing thermal
mass flowmeters at a very competitive
cost. 

Caché has established a reputation for
delivering quality application specific
solutions in many different industries,
so was ideally the natural partner. Allan
Briggs, Managing Director of Caché said
‘We are delighted to be involved with
the UK distribution of the Thermal
Mass Flowmeters from Sage. Caché is
dedicated to providing innovative prod-
ucts at the highest levels of performance,
so that optimum solutions can be put
together for our customers. Therefore we
have incorporated Sage’s thermal mass
flowmeters in our existing quality prod-
uct portfolio, primarily because of their
distinct benefits to the process industry’. 

The technologically innovative, advanced
metering products offer many benefits to
the process industry including;

� High accuracy and Repeatability –     

� Precision measurement and optimal 

control of your process 
� Rangeable over at least a range of 

100 to 1 and as high as 1000 to 1

� Negligible Pressure Drop – will not 
impede the flow nor waste energy

� No moving parts – Eliminates costly 
bearing replacements, and prevents 
undetected accuracy shifts

� Dirt Insensitive – Provides sustained 
performance 

� Low cost of ownership

� Proprietary digital sensor drive circuit 
provides enhanced signal stability and
is unaffected by process temperature 
and pressure changes

� High contrast photo-emissive OLED 
display with numerical Flow Rate, 
Total and Temperature, as well as 
Graphical Flow Indicator

Caché will begin offering Sage’s thermal
mass flowmeters with immediate effect. 

For further information please contact; 

Shabnam Nazir 
Marketing and Business Development

Assistant
Cache Instrumentation Ltd,

Tel: 01924 378844 
or email: sales@cacheuk.com
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� Corporate Members may nominate 
four engineers as full members, 
receiving all individual membership bene-
fits. If the nominated member leaves the
employ of the Company then he/she will
be entitled to continue membership of
the Institution, whereupon he/she will
become liable to pay the individual
annual subscription. The Company can
then nominate another engineer from
their workforce. The Company will also
be sent a copy of the journal for their
reception/library/common room. Hence 5
copies will be sent to the Company four
to named persons + 1.

�  The Corporate Member may nominate
additional engineers as individual full
members of the Institution.
The application fee will be waived. Should

he/she leave the employment of the
Company he/she will be entitled to
continue  membership of the Institution,
whereupon he/she will become liable to
pay the individual annual subscription.  

�  Corporate Members will, on occasions,
be offered a free full-colour front or back
cover advertising feature, together with
an accompanying article in the journal
‘Diagnostic Engineering’. Corporate
Members will also receive a discount of
50% on all other advertisements placed
in the journal. 

�  Job vacancies will be advertised free
of charge both in the journal and on the 
website.

� The Institution will publish a list of
Corporate Members in the journal on a

regular basis and will promote the
Corporate Members whenever exhibiting
or attending functions. 

� The Corporate Member’s logo or
small advertisement will be placed on our
website. free of charge, with a note of
recognition that they are corporate
members.  A reciprocal link will be made
between websites.

�  The Institution encourages  Corporate
members to submit articles and case
studies for publication in the journal. 

� Corporate membership fees will be
£350.OOpa. plus annual subscription fees
for any additional engineers nominated.

Corporate Membership Benefits & Terms
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Welcome New Member

The Chairman and the Council of Management are pleased
to welcome new members. We hope that membership will
assist them in reaching their aspirations and add to their
knowledge from contact with other  members as well as
through the medium of the Journal.
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�

Our Website is
being rebuilt.

We apologise for
any inconvenience

Adrian Collins
No. 10221 Member. Area: West Sussex

Mechanical Engineer

You can of course still contact
us by  ‘phone or email.

If you require any assistance with
payments, ordering merchandise or any

other information, please contact:
Karen Seiles 

Manager/Administrator on
0116 279 6772

or email:
admin@diagnosticengineers.org
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Membership recommendation
Please list potential member(s) below stating your
name using the form overleaf.

Name .............................................................................................................................

Address .............................................................................................................................  

...................................................................................................................................................

Upgrade your classification
Members who wish to upgrade their classification  

Tick the box if you require an upgrading form.

State your name and address on the form overleaf.

Are you changing your address?
If so please state you new details below to ensure you
continue to receive future communications.   

Please use the form overleaf to state your name,
present address and Membership No. etc. 

New Address ............................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................... Post code................................

Tel No:  ............................................................................................................................

Email:  ..............................................................................................................................

A copy of the Journal for a friend
We will be pleased to send a free current copy of
Diagnostic Engineering to any person in a position
of influence you would like to nominate. 

Please give details below. Thank you.

Name   ..............................................................Position........................................

Address ............................................................................................................................. 

.....................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................... Post code................................

Name .............................................................................................................................

Address .............................................................................................................................  

...................................................................................................................................................

Name .............................................................................................................................

Address .............................................................................................................................  

...................................................................................................................................................
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Electricity Generation - 
is there a better way?

Dear Sir,
I read with interest the article by Dr. R A Kisch D.Sc,(Mech
E), FIDiagE, (Electricity Generation-Is there a better way?
March/April page 11), as at present, although I am an
Automotive Engineer by trade, I am working with the
Utility Industry mainly on the major overhead lines (pylons
as most people refer to them) While I agree with the arti-
cle in every way, I feel I must comment on the first para-
graph. The AC from power stations to sub stations is gen-
erally either 4000,000 volts, 275,000 volts or 132,000
volts, these systems form the network known as the
National Grid,
I hope this has been of some help.

Pete Burton MIDiagE

AN APOLOGY
Low Energy Lamps 

versus Incandescent

Member Keith Howlett MIDiagE, was the author of the
above article which appeared in the March/April issue.
We regret the article was not attributed to Mr Howlett  to
whom we offer our sincere aplogies.

Editor

A Date for your Diary
SEPTEMBER 12th

THE INSTITUTION AGM

Please make a date to attend this years AGM which will
be hosted by Terex the Coventry based construction
equipment company. Following the official proceedings
and lunch there will be a guided tour of the works where
all manner of construction equipment is manufactured.
This will be a very interesting visit. 
Please email or call Karen the admin secretary to reserve
your place.

Dear Editor... 
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Crucial Manufacturer Revisions
Make Up-to-date Information

vital

Industry renowned information special-
ists, Autodata, has updated its best
selling Technical Data and Diesel Data

manuals for 2008, expanding on the
range of models it covers and also mak-
ing crucial manufacturer revisions to
existing technical data that every techni-
cian should know. 

The 2008 Technical Data manual
includes over 1000 manufacturer
revisions, making any older editions
obsolete and possibly dangerous to use.
Changes include wheel nut tightening
torques, brake tightening and crankshaft
pulley bolt tightening torques on a num-
ber of major manufacturers including
Ford, Fiat and Mercedes Benz. 

Automatic transmissions are getting
more complicated to drain and refill,
requiring a set procedure to fill the gear-
box with the correct oil. To assist the
workshop, Manufacturers’ engine oil
classifications have been added to the
Special Notes section.  

As well as revisions to existing vehicle
ranges, the 2008 manual includes 100
new models including the new Honda
Civic, Suzuki Swift, VW Jetta and the
Ford Mondeo. 

Managing Director of Autodata, Tony
Swiatek, commented: “Manufacturers are
constantly revising their technical infor-
mation – to either accommodate a
revised component or to cure a known
fault on an existing model. As all techni-
cians know, small changes can have big
implications and it’s vital that the data
they are using is correct. The only way of
guaranteeing this is by having the most
up-to-date information available.

It concerns me that a number of work-
shops still prefer to run the risk of using
old data. I don’t think it’s because they
are unaware that manufacturers revise
their data, I think they believe that what-
ever the changes are, won’t affect them.”

In addition, Autodata has also updated
its crucial Diesel Data manual for 2008.
With increasing fuel prices, diesel-engine
cars are becoming increasingly popular
and now with a 44% share of the mar-
ket, it is imperative that repair centres
have the necessary information to repair

them. Specific to Diesel Data, the 2008
manual contains the latest information
on injection pump timing, fuel system
tightening torques, glow plugs and injec-
tor test figures.

Diesel Data 2008 contains over 120 new
diesel models including the new Honda
Civic, Ford Mondeo, Ford Galaxy and Ford
Transit. Revisions to manufacturers’
information include camshaft
sprocket/gear tightening torques on
BMW ranges and crankshaft pulley bolt
tightening torques for Citroen and
Peugeot models. 

Both manuals are priced at £64.50 each
or as a double pack at just £104, a saving
of £25. 

To place an order please contact your
motor trade supplier or

Autodata direct 
on 0845 607 7072. 

About Autodata
Autodata Limited is the leading publisher
of technical information for automotive
aftermarket in Europe. It has been pub-
lishing technical manuals since the early
1970s in all major languages and now
provides this information through CDs
and the internet. Autodata’s commitment
to quality has gained certification to ISO
9002.
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Cropico DO7
powers ahead at
global service

provider

Cropico’s DO7 digital microhmme-
ters have been specified for a com-
pany that makes rotating electrical

machines and specialises in the repair,
maintenance and service of large electric
motors and generators for global cus-
tomers. 

Quartzelec, a leading electrical engineer-
ing company whose engineering opera-
tion is based at Rugby, provides a range
of specialised service and support solu-
tions for rotating plant installed in power
stations, steelworks and paper mills in
Europe, North Africa, the Middle East and
Far East.

Now, in a move to improve aftersales
service and support, the company has
equipped its team of electrical and
mechanical service engineers with DO7
units to enable them to undertake on-
site resistance measurement and status
checking of electric motors and genera-
tors.

These are replacing Quartzelec’s own
ageing in-house testing units and have
been specified because of the superior
features and benefits provided.

Not only is the DO7 highly accurate but
the flexibility of the in-built manual
default is enabling engineers to under-
take on-site multi-testing of machinery
very quickly.

Other benefits include high portability
and a rugged design, enabling the DO7 to
be carried easily from site-to-site and
providing high impact resistance.

Ian Martin, Quartzelec’s engineering
manager, said: “We have been extremely
pleased with the Cropico DO7 units since
they were introduced a few months ago.

“It’s a very easy-to-use instrument, even
in the harshest of environments, produc-
ing very good testing data. 

“Because of this we have now gone

ahead and ordered further units for our
North African operations.”

Cropico DO7 digital microhmmeters come
with specially developed handspike test
leads to add increased accuracy to the
unit’s rugged portable construction, sim-
plifying repeatable low resistance meas-
urements in the workshop or field.          

The HSO series leads are robust and easy
to use, with a different handgrip design
than conventional handspikes allowing
them to be held in any position needed
for each application.  

Offered with a choice of a remote start
button for increased versatility and a
range of lead lengths, they give accurate
and long-term measurement repeatabili-
ty.  Remote start and operation is possi-
ble up to 15 meters enabling real hands-
free use. Built within a sealed ABS plastic
case having a lid and carrying handle, the
instrument offers pushbutton selectable
ranges of 600mW to 60W with resolu-
tions between 0.1mW and 10mW.  

Full portability is provided by
mains/rechargeable battery power giving
over 1 hour of continuous working on the
lowest ranges and 20 hours’ operation on
all others.                                            

The latest models also feature input pro-
tection up to 415V rms, key-protected
digital calibration and a long scale length
of 6000 count displayed on a super-
bright daylight viewable 0.8in LED with
automatic decimal point and polarity
indication.  

They offer 10A measuring current on the
lowest ranges, plus forward and reverse
measurement with an auto-averaging
provision, with true 4-wire measurement
eliminating lead resistance errors.

The D07 forms part of a comprehensive
range of precision measurement

instruments available from
Cropico,

part of the Seaward Group.
More at

www.cropico.co.uk 
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INDUSTRIAL DIAGNOSTIC 
SERVICES LTD

Specialist Condition 
monitoring  

Site Service & Sales
Thermal imaging site services
Power factor correction sales

and site maintenance services
For further information contact:

Johnathan Elliott
Tel: 03050 272060

Tel/fax: 01274 788765
E-mail: info@idservice.net
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To: The Society of Diagnostic Engineers.
7 Weir Road, Kibworth, Leicester LE8 OLQ. England.

I submit herewith my application for membership in
the following Grade:  

Surname:

Form of address: Mr/Mrs etc.

Other Names:

Service No. (HM Forces, Title or Rank)

Employer’s Name

❋❑ Address

❋❑ Private Address.

Tel No:

email Address:
❋❑ Please � to indicate address for communication.

Nationality:

Country of Birth:

Date of Birth:

Present Position:

Duties:

(Continue on extra sheet if necessary)

Previous Position and Duties:

(Submit curriculum vitae on separate sheet stating employers in chronological order)

Education:

(List all Schools/Colleges universities etc on a separate sheet)      

Degrees, Certificates, Diplomas etc.,      

Enclose copies with this application

Membership of Other Bodies: 

Other Relevant Information:

Submit any additional or supporting information on a separate sheet

Hobbies and other interests

Declaration: I declare that the information contained
within this application is, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, true and correct in every particular. If admitted to
membership I agree to be governed by the Rules and
Regulations as they now exist and as they may hereafter
be altered.

Signed

Date

Fees * The relevant total of Application Fee and first 
Annual  Subscription must accompany this form.

Grade            App Fee        Annual Subs          *Total

SlDiagE £15.00       £31.50           £46.50

AMIDiagE £25.00       £31.50           £56.50

MIDiagE £35.00       £37.50           £72.50

Please make cheques payable to:

SOCIETY OF DIAGNOSTIC ENGINEERS

Our Central Bank Account is held by
National Westminster Bank plc.
5 The Parade, Oadby, Leicester LE2 5BB 

(Account No. 00420476)

It would help us if you could advise us how you knew of us or who suggested us:

Membership Application
Private & Confidential

For office use:   Seen - Secretary           Checked            Acknowledged          Fees           Membership Clerk           Membership Certificate Sent❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏
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Name

Home Address

Corporate Membership Application

Company Name

Address

Tel:   

Fax:                             

E-mail  

Web-site address                                

Post Code

Contact Name

Position

Address

Tel:

To: The Institution of Diagnostic Engineers.
Society of Diagnostic Engineers · Registered Charity No.1082206

Registered Office: 7 Weir Road, Kibworth, Leicester LE8 OLQ. England.

Chairman: Mr Arthur Kennedy BEng(H), CEng., MIET., FIDiagE.

E-mail 

Post Code

E-mail  

Nominated Diagnostic Engineers (4 persons)

Name

Home Address

Name

Home Address

Name

Home Address

Signed

Date

Annual Subscription £350.00 payable on application

Payment of £                                    enclosed

Post Code

Post Code

Post Code

Post Code
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SKF CONDITION MONITORING CENTRE
(LIVINGSTON) LTD

AMEC GROUP LIMITED

FLIR SYSTEMS  LIMITED

ACOUSTIC ASSOCIATES

WHITELEGG MACHINES LIMITED

SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE LIMITED

HARWELL MAINTENANCE AUTHORITY

HAWK IR INTERNATIONAL LTD

FLUKE®

FLUKE (UK) LIMITED

HEATHGATE
KNOWLEDGE

ENGINEERING

ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED

Roche

PRUFTECHNIK LIMITEDTYCO ELECTRONICS UK LIMITED

PRUFTECHNIKII

®

Corporate Members

MFH GROUP

REWINDS & J WINDSOR
& SONS (ENGINEERS) LTD
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SCHAEFFLER (UK) LTD

COBAS UK LIMITED
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